
Funny Monster
 Bookmarks

1 coloured square piece of paper. We used 15cm x 15cm but you can use any square
size you wish
Scissors
Glue
Colourful pencils
Print the decorations on page 2 below 

Gather the items above
Watch this online tutorial from one of our little Community Heroes

Origami is not only fun but is also beneficial to a child’s development. Origami is a
type of play and a wonderful opportunity for parent-child communication.
Develops fine motor skills: When doing origami we use our fingers to create specific
shapes out of paper. The ability to skilfully move one’s fingers to create detailed
objects is important for a child’s development.
Develops imagination: Origami requires children to work out how to reach the final
product and how the final bookmark will look. This encourages them to use their
imagination and assists with their creative thinking abilities.
Improves concentration: When creating origami, we use our fingertips to create
detailed objects following a sequence of steps. This helps improve concentration. 
Develops spatial awareness: Using a high level of concentration to fold various sides
of the paper also improves spatial awareness.
Develop basic math: Origami paper folding is a tool that teaches math concepts.
Origami Introduces shapes which can be made with folds. Starting with a square
piece of paper children can develop recognition and understanding of shapes. For
example how many ways can you fold the square? What shape does it make? Can
you see how a square folds in half to make 2 triangles? (pointy corner to corner).
Now let's try fold the square another way (side to side). Can you fold the square in
half? What shape do you see? (rectangle). What happens when you unfold the
origami?

We're getting LITerary as we celebrate Book Week. Create these fun origami bookmarks
and design your very own bookmark. Then find a favourite book, create a beautiful
reading nook and settle down for story time with your Community Hero/es. 

Items required:

Instructions:

Growing my brain:
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wojwwfyOOhY
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